
Blessing was born in KwaZulu Natal, and grew up in 3 different 
provinces: EC, KZN and 13 years in Gauteng.  At the age of 13, 
during the 2010 Fifa World Cup, he was part of a community 
theatre group that did a performance for an International soccer 
team. He discovered the love of acting, being on stage and on 
camera!

In 2014 Blessing was featured in a few TVCs and local dramas like 
Abangani, Good Samaritan on Mzansi magic. He started training 
at the Market Theatre under John Kani. Blessing then signed up 
with an agency where he started doing featured work on screen. 
He says it has been a lovely journey. A funny anecdote from that 
time is that he texted the agency, and they asked, “is that you in 
your profile picture?”. He said yes, and that's how he booked the 
job!

In 2016 he started his own pageant called Mr and Miss Good SA, 
which was doing really well for 3 years. And then another amazing 
opportunity opened up, which was  a scholarship to study TV 
production and filmmaking operations in Cape Town.  So he was 
on the next flight to Cape Town and started a new chapter , 
studying what he loves, in the Mother city, and his 4th Province! 

Ever since then, life - in Blessing’s words - “has been absolutely 
amazing”. He felt he gained the skills he needed, and was exposed 
to many opportunities of working on different film sets. He has 
been building good relationships in the film industry, which he 
feels has helped him to grow personally and professionally. 

Blessing joined the Kayos team in 2019 as an intern and now 
currently does Quality Control. This means he ensures that clients 
get the premium casting presentation at the end of the day. 
Blessing applies his varied skills and knowledge where needed, 
and has been industrious with developing new systems, and has 
a sharp mind with regards to many technical aspects of film 
making!

 

If Blessing is not on his laptop, he is outdoors cycling, taking 
long walks or reading books. 

In Blessings words, ‘’Always prefer progress than movement. 
That's why I love Cape Town”.

Specialisation & Accreditation 
• Video, TV and Filmmaking Operation Diploma
• Business Management 
• Self motivated Entrepreneur
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‘’You don't have to be great to get started, but 
you have to get started to be great.’’ 

- Les Brown 

Kayos Casting Directors
www.kayos.co.za
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